Wold Possible Ghana, for the past three months worked on facility upgrade from a 9 PC laboratory at her sit office in Senchi-Ferry to a 24 PC RACHEL Hub. A centre for training and a practical laboratory to mentor other organization on best RACHEL practices optimize traditional education in Ghana and neighbouring countries. The new Facility has earned us recognition, visits, training, and order for RACHEL system server. We are very excited to see significant progress in students learning outcome over the past three month of interaction with RACHEL.

WORLD POSSIBLE TRAINING CENTER

Remember the Sheriff story from our RACHEL study centre here in Senchi Ferry? It earned us a generous donation to upgrade study centre to a training centre. The donation expanded the nine desktop facility to a well-furnished computer laboratory of 24 computers Networked for RACHEL lessons for training and lesson sessions. This facility will serve as a RACHEL HUB for training and mentoring for other schools and organizations.

FROM 9 PC RACHEL LAB TO 24 PC RACHEL TRAINING HUB

RACHEL SIGNAL TO FIRST HIT SAVIOUR SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
GLOBAL HORIZONS

Exposure of a real time in RACHEL class earned RACHEL attention, which brought RACHEL to The Good News Seminary Theological Seminary at Oyebi. This was achieved after Daan Kleem video called to observe and experience student’s interactions with RACHEL.

VISIT BY RICHARD

Director of Educational from the faculty of the Letter Days Saint visited our RACHEL hub for observation which yielded a follow up training with Teachers of the Church of Jesus Christ Later Day Saint.
VISIT BY CHILDREN INSPIRES HOPE

Director of Children Inspire Hope visited for observation and looking forward to in cooperating RACHEL activities in the upcoming programs.

INTERVIEW SESSIONS ON THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION AND IMPACT ON COMMUNITY

Over the past academic term, RACHEL study at the RACHEL HUB was limited to upper primary students from various schools surrounding the Facility. Previous students report was an entry requirement. Students’ results were analysed and they got assigned to specific lessons mostly from KALite module, Fantastic Phonics and Africa Story Book over a three month period an hour each day and three on Saturdays. Results from participating students from schools is overwhelming.
RECOMMENDATION

Training for client is very critical for effective device utilization. Its avoid device underscore, usage and patronage. Hence clients anywhere around the globe be entreated to undertake training. It would be very beneficial for each chapter to have a RACHEL training centre as a model for all other organizations.

RACHEL Plus should make it possible for schools to Customize School Name under module header in the homepage recommendations from School Heads.

UPCOMING EVENTS

We are working with Saviour Senior High School to set up the Schools First Time Ever RACHEL

INSTALLATION Methodist Junior High School

MEETING with the Minister of Brong Ahafo for further discussions on RACHEL in schools in the Region.

School principals are curious about result with solid students results from students of diverse schools we are very positive about bring more RACHEL to schools with the vision of Reinventing Traditional Education for 21st Century Skills, Here in Ghana we say Learning is exciting with RACHEL. Yes, for sure, Together We Can!